THE SPANISH VUELTA
BIG TOUR CYCLING

Welcome to the Spanish Vuelta, one of the three big tours and certainly
one of the most spectacular to cycle as an amateur. The Vuelta has
become synonymous for unforgettable cycling along secondary roads
that meander through stunning landscape. The Vuelta has certainly
become much more entertaining and challenging in the last few years.
The wide variety of terrain, from the dry mesetas to the high
mountains of the Pyrenees, will leave no cyclist indifferent.
Mountain passes such as La Creueta, Envalira, Ordino, Arcalis have
their place in the Vuelta´s history and are a must on every cyclist´s
curriculum. Others, like LA GALLINA, have been introduced in recent
years as queen stage.

During our Vuelta, we visit 3 countries in 7 days, ride the best of the
Pyrenees, climb from 100m to 2400m and travel through an incredibly
diverse landscape, making this one of the most beautiful cycle tours in
Europe.
As with all our big tours, we have prepared a few “ambushes”, optional
surprise climbs, to make sure you will not get bored!
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If the queen stages will not leave you breathless, the constantly
changing scenery will. Our knowledge of the area ensures that you will
live a real Tour experience, not just another cycling holiday. The
diversity of climbs is probably the biggest challenge for any cyclist.

The Vuelta is not only about cycling. We are in Spain, where food is an
art! Every day we will surprise you with gastronomic delights, which
will ease the pain after a tough stage. Our VUELTA is very likely going
to be one of the most amazing and complete cycling experiences you
will ever live!

PROGRAMME

STAGE 1: SANT FELIU DE CODINES- MONTSENY (45km- 1000m
positive gain)

Transfer from the airport to Sant Feliu de Codines. At the village of
Sant Feliu de Codines, our guide will explain today’s stage. As we leave
Sant Feliu de Codines, we pass along deep canyons, ancient
monasteries and stunning waterfalls. Via small backroads we enter the
Nature Reserve of Montseny, where our first 2nd category climb starts.
Enjoy the stunning landscape as you climb higher up into the
mountains.
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STAGE 2: MONTSENY- TURÓ DE L’HOME- SAU- RODA DEL TER (80km,
1600m positive gain)
A short descent will help us to begin our first mountain of first
category. With its 1712m, El Turó de l’Home will remind us of the
famous Mont Ventoux. After a brutal climb, the landscape before us
unfolds: Barcelona, the Pyrenees and on a clear day, we can even see
Mallorca. We cycle further through amazing beech and oak forest until
we reach the lake of Sau, surrounded by sheer cliffs. This stage is
highly entertaining, every kilometer is worth our efforts, and it goes
without saying that we prepared a few “ambushes”, surprises that can
decide a tour. To finish the day, a gentle descent along the river.
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STAGE 3: SANT BARTOMEU DEL GRAU- CREUETA - PUIGCERDÀ
(98km,1950m positive gain)

One of the longest and more difficult stages of our tour. Starting from
Sant Bartomeu, we leave the mountains and valleys of the Montseny
Nature Reserve behind, to get a first taste of the majestic Pyrenees. A
winding road takes us through dense forest where our first ambush of
the day awaits. A first, short, 2nd category climb is a warning of what is
to come. La Creueta is a typical Vuelta climb, long but with a gradient
that allows you to climb “a ritmo”, to crown at 2000m. After another
short ascent and a long, easy descent, we arrive at Puigcerda. And, we
have a little surprise waiting for you in the evening.
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STAGE 4: THREE NATIONS: PUIGCERDÀ- PUYMORENS- ENVALIRASOLDEU (60km 1450m positive gain)
Three countries in one day. We start in Spain, cross into France and
finish in Andorra. Today we will be climbing the most epic col of the
Vuelta, the “Envalira”. We start with a gentle climb up Puigmorens
(average slope of 5.5%) that will take us to 1950m. After an easy
descent we enter Andorra where the 2410m high Envalira awaits. The
spectacular views are a reward well earned. We descend to Soldeu, our
final destination for today.
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STAGE 5: SOLDEU-ORDINO-ARCALÍS- ESCALDES (40km – 600m
positive gain)

Recovery day. Starting from Soldeu, we climb the only col of the day,
the Ordino. The viewpoint at the top is stunning, as we can appreciate
the size of the Andorra valley. After a sweet descent through pine
forest, we arrive at Ordino, where we make time for a coffee stop.
Although this is the recovery stage, those who wish can join our guide
on the first category climb of the Arcalis, but be aware that the next
day we have a queen stage.
Once we are at the top, we should have our walking shoes with
us….you will see why!
A 25km descent takes us to Escalades. There, the last surprise of the
day, this one to make us feel like a real pro-cyclist!
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STAGE 6- QUEEN STAGE: LA SEU- SALDES- CERCS (95km 2100m
positive gain)

The 6th stage is the queen stage, and we will do well to cycle smart, not
hard, as this is a long and tough ride so we should not waste any
energy. Today is absolutely spectacular, one you will not forget. Right
from the start we have to conquer a short climb into one of the most
beautiful regions of Spain. As we continue further into the mountains,
the silhouette of the mighty Pedraforca appears. Once we get close to
this emblematic peak, we have a last climb before we arrive at our
hotel...oh, and of course we have prepared a last ambush.
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STAGE 7 CARDONA- MANRESA- MONTSERRAT (78km 1300m positive
gain)

We keep emotions high until the last minute. Leaving our hotel via
small backroads that go up and down, a typical Vuelta Stage, so
different from the Giro and Tour. In the distance we see the silhouette
of another and perhaps most emblematic of all mountains, Montserrat.
This is a spectacular climb, not for its length or gradient but for the
views and unique rock formations on display. We arrive at the
monastery of Montserrat, surrounded by mountains that have no equal
anywhere in the world.
Lunch in Montserrat and transfer to Barcelona.

Day 8. Free day in Barcelona and Departure
Transfer to the airport
ACCOMMODATION*

All the hotels are 4stars or hotels of 4star quality and with bicycle
specific infrastructure. We carefully select and test the accommodation
you will be staying in and will be confirmed prior to departure.
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BIG TOUR PRICES

BIG TOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

 6 TO 12 PARTICIPANTS
 2.995€ PER PERSON

Included:
 Route designed to the needs of your group
 We can adapt the route during the tour
 Thematic routes: Giro, Tour or Vuelta, always taking into account
the latest editions
 Coach/manager from the cyclist team, (Miquel Mestres),
mentoring and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
 English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team
 Stops in emblematic points
 Solid and liquid provisioning
 BH spare bikes on route
 Vision spare wheels on route
 4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
 Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
 Transfer of luggage during all the stages
OPTIONAL:
 Personalised Castelli maillot/design and quality Ineos team
 High quality rental bike
 Polo/shirt
 Professional nutrition products during and after the route
 Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
 The best wines and beers of the land during the dinners
 Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of
everyday
 Recovery massages at the end of a stage
 Helmet UVEX RACE 9
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BIG TOUR DELUXE EXPERIENCE

 6 TO 12 PARTICIPANTS
 3995€ PER PERSON

Included:
 Route designed to the needs of your group
 We can adapt the route during the tour
 Routes designed to cover the most beautiful landscapes
 Thematic routes: Giro, Tour or Vuelta, always taking into account
the latest editions
 Coach/manager from the cyclist team, (Miquel Mestres),
mentoring and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
 English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team.
 Stops in emblematic points
 Solid and liquid provisioning
 BH spare bikes on route
 Vision spare wheels on route
 4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
 Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
 Transfer of luggage during all the stages
 Personalized Castelli maillot/design Ineos team
 Polo/shirt
 Professional nutrition products during and after the route
 Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
 The best wines and beers of the land during the dinners
 Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of
everyday
OPTIONAL:
 -Recovery massages at the end of a stage
 -Helmet UVEX RACE 9
 -High quality rental bike
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BIG TOUR PRO EXPERIENCE

 FROM 2 PARTICIPANTS
 4995€ PER PERSON

Included:
 Route designed to the needs of your group
 We can adapt the route during the tour
 Routes designed to cover the most beautiful landscapes
 Thematic routes: Giro, Tour or Vuelta, always taking into account
the latest editions
 Coach/manager from the cyclist team, (Miquel Mestres),
mentoring and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
 English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team
 Stops in emblematic points
 Solid and liquid provisioning
 BH spare bikes on route
 Vision spare wheels on route
 4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
 Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
 Transfer of luggage during all the stages
 Personalized Castelli Maillot/design and Ineos quality team
 Polo/shirt
 Professional nutrition products during and after the route
 Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
 The best wines and beers of the land during the dinners
 Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of
everyday
 Recovery massages at the end of a stage
 Helmet UVEX RACE 9
 High quality rental bike
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